
Product specification sheet

Product title 3I-2217-10WMC null

The 3i-221710WMC iSeries 2217-10 2U Wireless Mic Fly Rack expands on our popular Fly Rack series, allowing for transport
of both rack equipment and wireless transmitters all in the same case. This wireless microphone fly rack features a 2 RU
injection molded rack frame with space below for four wireless hand held transmitters and four body pack transmitters, with
additional space for smaller accessories. This is an excellent solution for broadcasters and touring groups.

SKB's injection molded rack frames are manufactured alongside our iSeries cases in Orange, California. Rack frames are
removable and fit easily into SKB's iSeries cases, where they are protected by high quality PE foam that provides space for
protruding knobs and buttons.

At less than half the weight of standard shock racks, SKB Fly Racks feature iSeries Watertight injection molded cases that are
under 62 linear inches to keep from being oversizedthe perfect solution for flying or shipping delicate equipment. Convenient
in-line wheels and a push button release pull handle provide easy transport.

Description

Features

2U removable injection molded shock rack cage•
13 inch rack depth•
Custom-cut foam to accommodate four wireless hand held transmitters and four body pack transmitters•
Interior foam protection•
Ultra high-strength polypropylene copolymer resin case construction•
UV, solvent, corrosion and fungus resistant (MIL-STD-810F)•
Complete gasket seal makes these cases absolutely watertight (MIL-STD-C-4150J)•
Automatic ambient pressure equalization value (MIL-STD-648C & IP67•
Molded-in hinges•
TSA trigger release latch system•

Specifications
Exterior Length 24.361.6 cm inch•
Exterior Width 19.549.5 cm inch•
Exterior Height 12.331.1 cm inch•
Carton Length 25.664.8 cm inch•
Carton Width 20.050.8 cm inch•
Carton Depth 13.033.0 cm inch•
Rack Depth 13.033.0 cm inch•
Depth Front Rail to Rail 13.033.0 cm inch•

kg lbShipping Weight 27.112.3•
kg lbProduct Weight 25.411.5•

Custom Foam•
Rack Units: 2•
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